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The Employee Welfare Committee of IIM Lucknow organised a day long picnic for all employees and their family 
members on 13th November 2011. The venue was Aamrapali Resort, which is around 20 Kms from the campus on 
the Lucknow Hardoi Highway.

The picnic was attended by majority of employees and their family members along with the director Dr. Devi Singh 
and Dean (P&D), Prof. Roshan Lal Raina.

It was a fun filled day, unlimited rides in the amusement section of the resort brought out the dare devils among the 
generally silent staff members, squeals and splashes in the water park area brought out the kid in even the senior 
most members of IIM L community. A cricket match and various fun filled games also ensued that the excitement 
level were on a high throughout the day.

The activity was well appreciated by all IIML community members as it again reinforced the bonding among all of 
them. Everyone is  already looking forward to similar exercises in the future.

EWC - Employee Picnic

Awards & Recogonitions
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Maruti Suzuki Zee Business Colours of Youth 2011

IIM Lucknow acted as the B School partner for Maruti Suzuki Colours of Youth 2011, which is being conducted in association with Zee Business. The city finals were held at 
IIM Lucknow campus. A hunt for India's most talented and versatile youth amongst B-Schools and professional colleges where the various facets of talent and intellect 
possessed by the future leaders will be explored. The challenge has two elements: a quick fire QUIZ on Indian Business and Current National & International scenario and 
TALENT HUNT in any category -
(i) Music (Vocal or Instrumental), (ii) Dance, (iii) Other (Stand-up comedy, Innovation, Car Graphics, Painting, etc. 

Undoubtedly, Maruti Suzuki Colors of Youth 2011 is poised to be a mega show that will offer students a platform to showcase their Colors - Talent & Knowledge to the 
country at large and winners would get exciting prizes along with recognition. 

Covering 150 colleges in 10 cities across the country, this event will be aired on television and judged by some of the most respected names of the industry. There will be city 
auditions, followed by city and zonal finales, leading to the national finale where we shall discover the most talented student in India.

Students from IIM Lucknow won the city finals. The event was judged by Mr. Subir Malik (From the band Parikrama) and Ms Diana Hayden (Former Miss World)
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Featured members

Prof. Punam Sahgal
(Human Resource Management)

Prof. Arunabha Mukhopadhyay
(Information Technology & Systems )

Prof. Jabir Ali 
(Agri Business Management)

Prof. Samir Srivastava
(Operations Management)

Prof. Atanu Chaudhury
(Operations Management)

Publication Profile

Research Publications

Books & Book Chapters

Chaudhuri, Atanu and Singh, K.N, "Risk assessment of supply chain during new product development: application in discrete and process manufacturing industries", in 
Supply Chain Disruptions: Theory and Practice of Managing Risk, ed. Haresh Gurnani, Anuj Mehrotra and Saibal Ray, Springer -Verlag, London

Outsourcing of manufacturing to different tiers of suppliers across the world has made supply chains increasingly dispersed, complex and fraught with risk. Minimizing 
supply chain related risks during new product development becomes assumes significant importance as glitches in the supply chain during product development can lead 
to delays in the product launch with severe financial implications. Many organizations struggle to identify the vulnerability of their supply chains during the product 
development stage. The existing literature on supply chain risk management has analyzed different types of risks in supply chains, quantified their impacts and also dealt 
with the risk mitigating measures. However, this stream of literature does not seem to have adequately addressed the issues related to specific risks involved in supply 
chains during product development stage. The literature on supplier involvement during product development outlined appropriate mechanisms to improve buyer-supplier 
co-ordination, but, to our knowledge, the work on establishing linkage between the co-ordination mechanisms and the risks involved has been very limited. In this paper, we 
describe two case studies one from the aerospace industry in which a risk assessment methodology was proactively developed as a part of new product program and one 
from the pharmaceutical industry in which the need for risk assessment was realized due to yield losses of the product, after it was launched. In the aerospace case study, 
we use analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to compare different subsystems and suppliers in terms of their risks and create a supplier failure and mode effect analysis (S-
FMEA)model to prioritize and identify control mechanisms to mitigate the supply related failures during new product development. In the pharmaceutical case study we 
uncover similar potential for use of process models, AHP and S-FMEA. These case studies highlight the scope for using detailed step-by-step analysis for supplier risk 
assessment and control.

Key Words: Vulnerability analysis of supply chains, New product development, Supplier FMEA, Co-ordination and control 
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Pradeep Kumar, P Radhakrishna and S Bapi Raju “ Sequence Pattern Mining for Web Logs” in a book entitled  “Pattern Discovery Using Sequence Data Mining: 
Applications and Studies” edited by Pradeep Kumar et al. published by IGI Global, USA 2011.

Interestingness measures play an important role in finding frequently occurring patterns, regardless of the kind of patterns being mined. In this work, we propose variation to 
the AprioriALL Algorithm, which is commonly used for the sequence pattern mining. The proposed variation adds up the measure interest during every step of candidate 
generation to reduce the number of candidates thus resulting in reduced time and space cost. The proposed algorithm derives the patterns which are qualified and more of 
interest to the user. The algorithm, by using the interest, measure limits the size the candidates set whenever it is produced by giving the user more importance to get the 
desired patterns

Prof. K.N. Singh
(Operations Management)

Prof. Bharat Bhaskar
(Information Technology & Systems)

Prof. Yasmeen Rizvi
(Human Resource Management)

Prof. Pradeep Kumar
(Information Technology & Systems)
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Das S, Mukhopadhyay A., “Security and Privacy Challenges in Telemedicine”, CSI- Communications, 35(8), November, 2011.

Ali, J., “Government initiative for promoting micro-enterprises in rural India: a case of SGSY in Uttar Pradesh”, Journal of Rural Development, 30(3),2011:321 - 329

Rajhans Mishra and Pradeep Kumar, “Clustering web logs using similarity upper approximation with different similarity measures”,   Procedia Engineering (ISSN: 1877-
7058, ELSEVIER).

Rajhans Mishra, Pradeep Kumar and Bharat Bhasker, “A Design Framework for Recommender System by Incorporating Sequential Information”, presented at iiWAS 
2011, Ho Chi Minh  Vietnam , 5-7 Dec, 2011. (To be published in ACM Digital Library)

Rajhans Mishra, Pradeep Kumar and Bharat Bhasker, “Design of Recommender System Incorporating Sequential Information Using Web Usage Data” , presented at IIM 
Bangalore Doctoral Conference (IMRDC-2011) , 11-12 Nov, 2011

Conference/Seminar Publications

Piracy adversely impacts online music sales. This paper aims to investigate the factors that affect global music piracy directly and e-business indirectly. The factors can be 
clubbed into four categories, (i) economic, (ii) technological, (iii)legal/regulatory, (iv) behavioral/cultural.  On analyzing the data of 55 countries, Intellectual Property 
Protection, trade freedom, income inequality and individualism/collectivism index of a country emerge as the most significant factors affecting music piracy. Hence, a nation 
can reduce its music piracy rate and enhance e-business by devising stricter laws to safeguard intellectual property, allowing more free trade with other countries and 
bridging the income inequality within a country.

This study analyses the process of micro-enterprise development based on social capital created under a government initiative i.e. Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana 
(SGSY) - a rural self-employment scheme - through establishing self-help groups (SHGs) for sustainable development in India. In particular, the study discusses the 
process of enterprise development and highlights how self -employment programmes can help Indian poor to bring them above the poverty line by building their capacity in 
terms of technical and entrepreneurial skills. The study is based on a primary survey of 107 self -help groups (SHGs) in the State of Uttar Pradesh, by administering a 
structured questionnaire. The study also identifies critical issues at each stage of the programme development, starting from the process of group formation to initiation of 
economic activities. Findings of the study suggest practical insights for developing SHG based micro-enterprises in profitable and sustainable manner.

In this paper we adopted the similarity upper approximation based clustering of web logs using various similarity/distance metrics. The paper shows the viability of our 
methodology. Web logs capture the information about web sites as well the sequence of the visit. Sequence of visit provides an important insight about the behavior of the 
user. Rough set, a soft computing technique, deals with vagueness present in data. It captures the indiscernibility at different levels of granularity. The paper has shown the 
results on msnbc data set with different similarity measures along with explanation of results.

Recommender Systems are used for generating recommendations for users with respect to various products and applications. Currently, recommender systems are 
widely used in e- commerce applications to suggest the appropriate products and services to the users. Sequential information plays an important role for deciding the 
interests of the user. The proposed system happens to be a collaborative-model based recommendation system and considers the sequential information present in web 
logs for generation of the recommendations. The model is a combination of clustering, classification and recommendation engine. Clustering has been performed to group 
users on the basis of sequential and content similarity present in their web page visit sequences. Each cluster represents an interest area or category. Singular value 
decomposition (SVD) has been used for classification and generating the recommendations for new users.

Keywords: Recommender systems, Sequential information, SVD

The current work focuses on designing the recommender system considering the sequential information present in web logs for generation of recommendations to web 
users. The proposed system happens to be a collaborative and model based system. We have utilized both the hard and soft clustering techniques in conjunction with 
various distance/similarity measures. Modified DBSCAN algorithm has been used for hard clustering while rough set based clustering using similarity upper approximation 
has been used to generate soft clusters as well as hard clusters. Singular value decomposition (SVD) has been used for classification and generation of recommendations 
for new web users. 

Keywords: Recommendation system, rough set, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
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Papers Published

Yasmeen Rizvi,  “Anand Mohan: organisational climate and a career in crisis” a case study presented at the 2nd International Case Conference-2011 organised by 
Institute of Management Technology  Nagpur and Case Research Society of India, Goa from  November 3-5, 2011 at IMT Nagpur.

The case describes the short career of Aakash Mohan at Focus Associates. Aakash was a bright engineering graduate from IIT Delhi and was extremely competent in his 
work.  Within 6 months of joining the organisation, Aakash found himself  under tremendous stress. His work life balance suffered due to very frequent late working hours 
and an inconsiderate boss. He soon became a chain smoker and his social life became nonexistent causing him to feel isolated. He discussed the issue with the 
management but soon discovered to his shock that he had been permanently transferred to another team without him being informed about it. Feeling demotivated and 
betrayed, a dejected Aakash contemplated his next move. The case touches upon the following four important dimensions of organisational climate: job characteristics, 
leadership characteristics, organisational characteristics and work group characteristics. The case study attempts  to illustrate how they can impact employees working in 
an organisation.

The accompanying teaching note consists of the following subparts: 1) Synopsis; 2) Courses in which the case can be used; 3) Teaching objectives of the case; 4)Theory 
and its application; 5) Suggested teaching approaches; 6)  Discussion questions and answers; 7) Research method; 8)  Extent of disguise;  9) References.
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Articles in Print Media

Samir K Srivastava, Chugging into Future, Logistics Times, Volume 2, Number 7, November 2011, pp. 34-36

Today, we live in a global economy which is getting highly integrated and where the options to source raw materials, production source, intermediate finished goods and 
markets for finished goods vary dynamically in time and space. A transforming Indian economy is shifting from a primary bulk commodity production system to a specialized 
manufacturing system with increasing contribution from the services sector. This calls for integrated management of logistics and supply chain management. The question 
arises, how should the railways gear itself to meet these dynamic challenges and continue growth and market leadership in the coming future?

Full Article is available on :http://issuu.com/rajmisra/docs/lt_november_2011_for_net/34?mode=a_p

Samir K Srivastava, ICT Potential for Logistics Industry, Supply Chain India, Volume 1, Number 9, November 2011

Physically distributed operations environments demand high-level existing and emerging organizational and inter-organizational communication systems such as the 
Internet, radio frequency identification (RFID), e-commerce and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to exchange information at various levels of logistics chain. e-
Commerce Logistics (ECL) and Third-Party Logistics (3PL) need intelligent decision-making systems capable of automatically performing many tasks without human 
intervention…

Full Article is available on :http://ganga.iiml.ac.in/~samir/ICT%20Potential%20for%20Logistics%20Industry.pdf

Other Assignments

Prof. Samir K. Srivastava served as a Member of International Advisory Committee for the recently held “International Conference on Sustainable Manufacturing: Issues, 
Trends and Practices (ICSM-2011)”, BITS Pilani, November 10-12, 2011 (Web-Link: http://discovery.bits-pilani.ac.in/icsm2011/committee.html )

Prof. Punam Sahgal made a Presentation on “Use of  Competencies in Performance Management” at the National Conference on Human Resource Management - 
towards competency-based performance management for the Civil Service, held from  Nov 28-29, 2011 in New Delhi. The conference was jointly conducted by  the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) & the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions, Government of India (GoI) 

Prof. Pradeep Kumar edited a book entitled “Pattern Discovery Using Sequence Data Mining: Applications and Studies” with P. Radha Krishna and S Bapi Raju, published 
by IGI Global, USA 2011. Http://www.igi-global.com/book/pattern-discovery-using-sequence-data/51937

Awards & Recogonition

Prof. Arunabha Mukhopadhyay has  been awarded the "Best Teacher in Information Technology Management" at the 19th Dewang Mehta Business School Award held 
on 26th November,2011.

New Arrival - A new addition in Prof. Sonia’s family, she was blessed with a baby boy on Nov 12, 2011. On behalf of the entire IIML community, we wish her and the baby 
health and prosperity.

Additional Qualifications - Ms. Rashi Devanathan, has completed her Post Graduate Diploma In Operation Management" from Indian Institute of Commerce and Trade 
--Department of Distance and open Learning in 1st division..

Others
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Management Development Programs

Forthcoming

S.No. Program Title Program Director Date Venue

HR for Line Managers for NHPC1 Prof. Pankaj Kumar December 1-3, 2011 Lucknow

Effective People Management for MNYL
 Relationship Managers

2 Prof. Pankaj Kumar
Prof. Yasmeen Rizvi

Operational Excellence for Senior Executives
of Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.

Training-cum-Study Visit Programme on
Innovation in Agriculture and Rural Development

3

4

5

Prof. Samir K Srivastava 
Prof. Atanu Chaudhuri

Prof. Jabir Ali
Prof. Sushil Kumar (CFAM)

Lucknow

Lucknow

Lucknow

6

Understanding Self for Managerial
Excellence

7

MDP for L&T Channel Partners

Strategy for Effective People Management for
Prosecuting Officers of U.P. Govt.

Managing Livestock Sector for
Economic Development

8

9

10

11

Prof. Payal Mehra
Prof. Pushpendra Priyadarshi

Prof. Pankaj Kumar

Prof. Devashish Das Gupta 
Prof. Prakash Singh

Lucknow

Lucknow

Prof. R L Raina 
Prof. Rajesh K Aithal

Lucknow

Prof. Jabir Ali 
Prof. Sushil Kumar (CFAM)

Lucknow

Effective People Management for MNYL
 Relationship Managers

Prof. Pushpendra Priyadarshi 
Prof. Satish S M Lucknow

Strategy for Effective People Management for
Prosecuting Officers of U.P. Govt.

Volume XXII Nos.8

December 5-7, 2011

December 5-9, 2011

December 5-16, 2011

December 8-10, 2011
Effective People Management for MNYL
 Relationship Managers

December 12-14, 2011

December 15-17, 2011

December 12-16, 2011 Noida

December 19-21, 2011

December 19-21, 2011 Lucknow

Prof. R L Raina 
Prof. Rajesh K Aithal December 22-24, 2011
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Management Development Programs

Concluded
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S.No. Program Title Program Director Date Venue

E G M P (1st on-campus module)1 Prof. Sushil Kumar (CFAM) 
Prof. Ajay K Garg

November 5-13, 2011 Lucknow

Effective People Management Skills 
for Axis Bank Executives

2 Prof. Pankaj Kumar
Prof. Payal Mehra

Managerial Decision Making under Uncertain
Environment for NHPC Executives

Supply Chain Management for Logistics
Officers of Indian Air Force

Discovering Leadership through 
Outbound Learning

3

4

5

Prof. B K Mohanty 

Prof. K N Singh 
Prof. Samir K Srivastava

November 7-9, 2011 Lucknow

November 14-16, 2011 Lucknow

Lucknow
November 14-18, 2011

6

How to Integrate Product and
Brand with Marketing Strategy?

7

Enhancing Managerial Capability
through Stress Management

Strategy for Effective People Management for
Prosecuting Officers of U.P. Govt.

KPA Based Performance Management 
System for Middle Level 
Officers of REC

8

9

10

11

12

13

Noida

Prof. Pushpendra Priyadarshi

Prof. Devashish Das Gupta

Prof. Shailendra Singh

Lucknow

Lucknow

Lucknow

Prof. R L Raina 
Prof. Rajesh K Aithal

Lucknow

Prof. Pankaj Kumar
Prof. Ajay K Garg

Lucknow

General Management Programme Prof. Archana Shukla Lucknow

November 17-19, 2011

Effective People Management Skills 
for Axis Bank Executives

Prof. Pankaj Kumar
Prof. Yasmeen Rizvi LucknowNovember 17-19, 2011

November 21-23, 2011

November 21-23, 2011

November 21-23, 2011

November 21-25, 2011

November 21,2011 - 
December 2, 2011

14

Managing Livestock Sector
for Economic Development

Prof. Jabir Ali
Prof. Sushil Kumar (CFAM)

KPA Based Performance Management
System for Junior Level 
Officers of REC

Prof. Ajay Singh 
Prof. Rajeev Kumra

November 24-26, 2011 Lucknow
Strategy for Effective People Management for
Prosecuting Officers of U.P. Govt.

Prof. R L Raina 
Prof. Rajesh K Aithal

November 28-30, 2011

November 28, 2011 -
December 2, 2011 Noida



From the Press

Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  11/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Times of India
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  11/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  15/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  18/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  19/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Times of India
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  20/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  21/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  20/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  19/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  23/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Dainik Jagran
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  25/11/11



From the Press

Name of the Publication :  Financial Express
Edition                              :  All Editions
Date                                  :  23/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Education Times
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  28/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Dainik Jagran
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  27/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  26/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  27/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Economic 
Times
Edition                              :  

Name of the Publication : Dainik Jagran
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  27/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Amar Ujala
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  28/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Business Standard
Edition                              :  Delhi/Lucknow
Date                                  :  29/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Dainik Jagran
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  28/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Business Standard
Edition                              :  All Editions
Date                                  :  27/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Economic Times
Edition                              :  All editions
Date                                  :  03/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Economic Times
Edition                              :  Delhi/Lucknow
Date                                  :  29/11/11



From the Press
Name of the Publication :  Financial Express
Edition                              :  All Editions
Date                                  :  28/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  27/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  28/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  26/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Times of India
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  26/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Times of India
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  27/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Times of India
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  28/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Hindustan
Edition                              :  Lucknow
Date                                  :  23/11/11
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Name of the Publication :  Financial Express
Edition                              :  Delhi / Online
Date                                  :  17/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Hindu Business Lines
Edition                              :  Delhi / Online
Date                                  :  11/11/11

Name of the Publication :  Week
Date                                  :  4/11/11
Topic              : The Green MBA

Name of the Publication :  Times of India - Bangalore
Date                                  :  9/11/11
Topic              : IIM students break moulds

Name of the Publication :  Times of India - Bangalore
Date                                  :  9/11/11
Topic              : IIM students break moulds

Name of the Publication : Mint (All Editions / Online)
Date                                  :  3/11/11
Topic              : IIMs to meet Sibal, seek more
                                            autonomy, admission reform

Name of the Publication : Mint (All Editions / Online)
Date                                  :  3/11/11
Topic              : IIMs to meet Sibal, seek more
                                            autonomy, admission reform

Name of the Publication : Online
Date                                  : 1 3/11/11
Topic              : India's top B-schools wins at 

 XLRI Ensemble

IIM Lucknow has set up a Centre of Excellence for Business Sustainability 
(CEBS). The centre with a multidisciplinary, collaborative body of experts will 
provide support to businesses in the process of reconciling profit imperatives 
with environmental and social imperatives. It will help businesses to view 
emerging social and environmental issues not just as challenges but also as 
opportunities for growth, diversification, cost savings and refining or 
redefining business models. “The centre will facilitate businesses to shift 
from the conventional paradigm of shareholder value creation to the 
emerging paradigm of stakeholder value creation,”says Devi Singh, director, 
IIM Lucknow.
These courses include reducing carbon footprints, analysis of societal, 
developmental and environmental issues and their impact on businesses, 
change management, corporate social responsibility, corporate ethics, 
sustainable resource management and biomimicry (taking inspiration from 
nature to solve human problems).

With entrepreneurship turning into one of the major focuses in the B-schools, 
there are also takers for start-up companies. "We have an entrepreneurship 
consultancy recruiting from the campus. With the kind of importance our 
institute is giving to entrepreneurship, we are interested in having such 
companies on campus," said Rajesh Aithal, IIM-L

With entrepreneurship turning into one of the major focuses in the B-schools, 
there are also takers for start-up companies. "We have an entrepreneurship 
consultancy recruiting from the campus. With the kind of importance our 
institute is giving to entrepreneurship, we are interested in having such 
companies on campus," said Rajesh Aithal, IIM-L

NEW DELHI, NOV. 10: Beating fears of an economic slowdown, the 400-odd 
students of Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow (IIM-L) are a happy lot in the 
ongoing summer placements, with 583 offers in hand.

Companies had made record 50 offers on Day Zero of the placements, said a 
spokesperson.

“Students were worried about job profiles in the current climate of economic 
uncertainty, but we are happy to report that placements went off well,” said the 
spokesperson.

Regular recruiters McKinsey and Boston Consulting Group visited the campus 
along with first timer Fidelity International.

Firms such as Arohi Asset Management Singapore and Hong Kong-based hedge 
fund Silverspring Capital offered international finance profiles in investment 
management, quantitative trading and investment banking. ICICI Prudential Asset 
management also offered roles in its fund management team.

Among other firms that visited the campus were private equity and venture capital 
firms such as Multiples Alternate Asset Management, Samara Capital, Qualcomm 
Ventures, Sabre Capital and Azure Capital visited campus.

In the financial sector, there were companies such as Standard Chartered, 
Citibank, Avendus Capital, Alpen Capital, O3 Capital, Edelweiss, Societe 
Generale, Rabo Bank, Deutsche Bank and HDFC Bank etc.

Marketing offers were made by companies such as Britannia, Hindustan Unilever 
Ltd, Kraft Foods, Nestle, Procter and Gamble, Reckitt Benckiser, GSK Consumer, 
L'Oreal, Johnson and Johnson Consumer, Godrej Consumer, Colgate Palmolive, 
Wipro Consumer, SAB-Miller, Coca Cola, Nokia etc.

General Management roles were offered by TAS, ABG, Mahindra & Mahindra, 
Reliance Industries Limited and RPG Group.

Consulting firms such as Accenture Business Consulting, KPMG, Cognizant 
Business Consulting and Wipro and tech firms such as Microsoft, Google, Yahoo, 
Flipkart, Amazon, Yatra.com and Naukri.com also came to recruit. Media 
companies from Star TV, HT Media, and Times Group were also there.

International roles were also offered by Olam International, Alshaya, UAE Ex and 
Frost & Sullivan Singapore etc.

Himanshu Rai, a professor at IIM, Lucknow, and the convener of last year’s CAT, 
said students prefer giving separate interviews to enhance their chances of 
admission. “Ifthey do badly in one interview, they still have a chance in the next,” he 
said. “I have not come across a single candidate who is ready to endorse the idea.”

Himanshu Rai, a professor at IIM, Lucknow, and the convener of last year’s CAT, 
said students prefer giving separate interviews to enhance their chances of 
admission. “Ifthey do badly in one interview, they still have a chance in the next,” he 
said. “I have not come across a single candidate who is ready to endorse the idea.”

XLRI grabbed top two positions at the Biz quiz conducted by quiz master 
Bishwabijoy Sen with team from IIM Lucknow emerging as third. 
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From the Press

Team Samavaya 

Corporate Communication & Media Relations

Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow.
Prabandh Nagar, Off Sitapur Road Lucknow - 226013

Phone : 91-522-2736910, Fax : 91-522-2734025. 
Email: ccmr@iiml.ac.in

Designed by : Anuradha Manjul, (PR&MRO)
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Name of the Publication : Business Standard (Mumbai)
Date                                  : 17/11/11
Topic              : IIM Calcutta has its way Name of the Publication : Business Standard 

 (Lucknow/Online)
Date                                  : 15/11/11
Topic              : IIM-L marketing fest 'Index' 

From Nov 19

Name of the Publication : Business Standard 
 (Delhi/Online)

Date                                  : 7/11/11
Topic              : Letters: Managing costs

Name of the Publication : Business Standard 
 (Lucknow/DelhiOnline)

Date                                  : 24/11/11
Topic              : Fest gives lessons to future 

 Managers

IIM Lucknow has, for example, instituted the 300-point system, which director Devi 
Singh implemented during his stint at Management Development Institute (MDI) 
Gurgaon.

The 300-point system allots points to the faculty for research, administration work 
and teaching done. Once they cross the 300-point mark, they are given bonus 
marks. The system itself is a method of ensuring faculty accountability, where they 
are evaluated on progress each year, and are subjected to their party review at the 
end of three years.

“The 300-point system, which has been instituted at IIM-L is a good system 
ensuring faculty accountability, given that it is non-threatening but still gets the 
purpose of evaluation sorted,” says a director of one of the new IIMs, on condition of 
anonymity.

This refers to Ajit Balakrishnan’s article “Rise of the post-Fordist university” 
(November 4). Even as the author has raised valid concerns, his view that faculty 
involved in running specialised programmes do not get to implement their vision is 
flawed. At IIM Lucknow, the management development programme (MDP) is a 
broad-based programme developed with industry participation and incorporating 
inputs from alums.

This makes it a self-sustaining model with little need for any great administrative 
hijinks. In such a scenario, faculty members merely act as titular heads of the 
programmes, and are not expected to devote much time to this activity. Most often, 
they are only called on to grant approvals and other such routine administrative 
work. It is cost cutting at its most effective and, therefore, worth appreciating

The two-day marketing fest ‘Index 2010’ of Indian Institute of Management, 
Lucknow (IIM-L) on November 20-21 provided key management lessons at Colvin 
Taluqdar College. The students, who had designed individual game stalls for the 
fest, learnt marketing and customer handling skills, even as they were on with the 
market research projects of 17 Indian and multinational companies. “The market 
research projects were conducted by our students in the form of games and 
interactive programmes for visitors, while our students were on with their individual 
projects gathering inputs,” IIM-L students affairs chairperson Ajay Garg said.....


